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Enjoying a new popularity

FRACTIONAL CURRENCY
By BENNY BOLIN

(All catalog numbers refer to the Robert Friedberg numbering system unless otherwise noted.)

F
 ROM the middle seventies to the early eighties, many

large and important fractional currency collections and
groupings were offered publicly via auctions. In 1973,

Bowers and Ruddy sold the Matt Rothert collection and
conducted the Paxman sale in 1974. Also in 1974 Lester Merkin
sold the Isadore Herman collection. In 1975, Bowers and
Ruddy offered the Winthrop sale and in 1977, the Doolittle/
Russell sale. NASCA entered the fray in 1980 with the New York
'80 sale and the Vacca and Rockholt collections in 1981. After
this, the public market had little significant offerings of
fractional until the Pacific Coast Auction Galleries PNG sale in
February 1989. This sale had 78 lots of fractional currency and
re-offered many notes from the Rothert collection sold by
Bowers and Ruddy in 1973. It also had a previously unknown
example of a fourth issue twenty-five cent proof. Four months
later, in June 1989, 128 lots of fractional were offered at public
auction at the Newport Beach Coin Show. The sale was mainly
composed of high grade regular issue notes. Later, in
November 1989, Lyn Knight offered 48 lots of fractional notes.
This sale offered many regular issue rarities, including a 1296,
a 1299, a 1300 and a 1381 autographed by John C. New.

One of the most important and extensive collections of
fractional to come on the market in years was sold by Sotheby's
when they offered the Kessler collection as a single lot in their
March 1990 sale. The collection was made up of 140 regular
issue notes, 98 proofs and specimens and examples of all three
colors of shields. The shields were consigned to "Auction '90"
and many of the notes were consigned to a Stack's-Coin
Galleries sale held in July 1980. Some of the rarer notes were
sold privately, most notable Milton Friedberg numbers 3P1OF.3
and 3P50R.3. The Stack's sale in July 1990 contained 166 lots of
fractional, with many notes being from the Kessler collection.
It included a nearly complete regular issue set and 35 proof and
specimen notes. It also included an F1248 with the old English
"0," which is probably unique, one of the best known F1273-SP
notes and an example of a narrow margin 1339 "fancy" back.

November 1990 saw two important sales of fractional cur-
rency. Stack's Coin Galleries offered 112 lots of fractional notes,
mostly EF-UNC regular issue notes. Currency Auctions of
America offered 104 lots of fractional notes at the National and
World Paper Money Convention in St. Louis. The sale
contained many rarities, including a strip of F1246 with
inverted surcharges, an F1283 with a Treasury Department
"rectangle," an F1286 with an inverted "S" surcharge, and two
F1353s, both of which were previously unknown. The sale had
approximately 10% of the fractional lots bought back by their
original consignors.

Currency Auctions of America offered another important
sale in May 1991. This sale contained 60 lots of fractional notes
and included many experimental pieces as well as regular issue
notes. Stack's offered 110 lots of fractional in a June 1991 sale.
It was one of the finest offerings of fractional currency in years,

made up mostly of high grade regular issue notes. Also, for the
first time in many years, examples of two different notes from
the F1351-4 series were offered. These were an F1351 which was
the Dr. Sartoris note and a 1354 both from the Rockholt
collection. June 1991 also saw a "Presentation Shield" offered in
the George Polis sale by Bowers and Merena. In their October
1991 Paper Money Auction, Stack's offered a previously
unknown Presentation Book of Spencer Morton Clark. Also in
October 1991, Early American Numismatic Auctions offered
the Nate Smith Collection of Fractional Currency Proofs. The
sale contained 118 lots of fractional notes and contained 79
lots of proof and specimen notes and a previously unknown
unique F1239 with an inverted reverse.

This year promises to be a good one as it got off to a great
start with another Currency Auctions of America sale on
January 10. This sale contained 244 lots of fractional currency
including two lots of first issue perforated pairs, an uncut pair
of F1253s, an F1296 and the W.S. Danforth shield.

During the past few years some fractional currency rarities
were discovered or changed hands privately. At Memphis '88,
five third issue fifty-cent notes and one twenty-five cent note
with a green overprint surfaced. Also resurfacing at the same
show was a block of eight first issue perforated ten-cent notes
that were last seen in the 1903 Friedman Auction. At the '88
ANA convention, several pairs of notes listed in the Limpert
reference work were shown and their existence verified. In 1989
we saw the discovery of a "unique" first issue five-cent back
essay. The following year saw the private sale of several rarities
from the Kessler collection and the discovery of two "unique"
notes, a second issue ten cent face "specimen" and a third issue
fifty-cent face essay. In 1991 one of the finest known second
issue notes with a "Treasury Department" rectangle was
discovered.

Prices have not been discussed as the capability and
resources to adequately analyze these are beyond the author.
However, it seems that throughout the past three years, prices
have remained fairly constant, although at times some of the
more choice and rare notes have commanded very high
premiums.

While other important sales were probably held and other
rarities may have changed hands or have been discovered
privately, it appears that fractional currency is again in
demand. Because of the rarities coming back on the market
and the many great sales, it also appears that the more
common regular issue notes are enjoying a renewed
popularity. It is hoped that this trend will continue and that
many other unknown or closeted rarities will come onto the
market.

(The Fractional Currency Collectors Board (FCCB) is a group in-
terested in the study and collecting of fractional currency. Dues or re-
quests for more information may be sent to Benny Bolin, Membership
Chairman FCCB, Route One, Box 331B, Allen, Texas 75002.)
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